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SERVICING PASSENGER TRAINS  
 
Passenger trains have been discounted as the basis for a personal size layout largely because scale 85' 
passenger equipment does not look good on the small radius curves used by many modelers. Most track 
plans minimize passenger train service trackage. This is common to virtually all writings on layout design, 
and leads to the usual layout with its two or three track passenger station with the tracks being used for 
car storage as well as arrivals, departures, and servicing. This is selective compression with a vengeance. 
 
Although there have been articles on passenger train operation on model railroads (see references from 
the handout for my clinic Layout Design with a Passenger Train Emphasis given at this convention), and 
some published track plans emphasizing passenger terminals, model railroading (much as the prototype) 
has concentrated on the freight train. This clinic concentrates on the specialized tracks, yards, and 
facilities associated with passenger trains and terminals, because the subject appears to have been 
neglected. Much of the situation may be due to a lack of information as the era is past. This article deals 
with the time period 1920-1971, preceding AMTRAK. The focus is on modeling a major passenger 
terminal complex in a large city. 
 
Freight trains appear to offer a lot of switching possibilities compared to passenger trains because most 
model rails think of passenger service as it is today. Fixed consists that are run from originating city to 
destination city undisturbed by switching enroute are now normal, although they were once quite rare. 
As late as 1967 you might have found yourself riding in a car switched into as many as five trains in a 
through service between Houston/Dallas and Richmond (California)/Los Angeles operated by the Santa 
Fe, which necessitated much switching enroute (see my California Special article in the NMRA Bulletin). 
 
However, other than the widespread practice of neglecting passenger trains in model railroading, there 
appears to be no reason a layout should not feature passenger train terminals and operation as an 
alternative to freight. Freight traffic and yards could be included in a subordinate status just as easily as 
passenger service is now. 
 
PASSENGER TERMINAL FACILITIES 
 
Terminal switching, track design, and building construction opportunities on a passenger-oriented layout 
should be excellent if the coach yards and related service facilities are modeled more fully than usual, in 
keeping with prototype rather than model railroad practices. What are the specialized service facilities 
than would be appropriate? The following list is suggestive only. Functions of these facilities will be 
explained in a following section: 
 
1. passenger station trackage and structures 
2. related baggage facilities 
3. express company facilities 
4. mail (post office) facilities 
5. private or business car tracks 
6. car washer  
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7. coach yard 
8. inspection pits  
9. repair tracks 
10. repair shops for car repair trades and crafts (e.g.  plumbing, electrical, air conditioning, upholstery) 
11. commissary (diner servicing) 
12. Pullman Company facilities (sleeper servicing) 
13. extra and pool car storage yard 
14. commuter coach yard if appropriate 
 
Why is there a perhaps unexpected diversity of single purpose trackage and facilities for passenger cars? 
Most of the techniques for terminal operation were developed during the era of heavyweight cars, 
between 1910 and 1950, although much the same patterns of trackage and facilities were used in the 
lightweight car era between 1935 and AMTRAK. Modeling the period of overlap between heavyweight 
and streamlined cars would be most interesting because of the contrast and diversity of equipment 
used, often mixed in the same train. Heavyweight equipment was used right up until AMTRAK took over 
most of the services; a heavyweight diner was a regular car on the GM&O's otherwise streamlined (but 
much rebuilt) Abraham Lincoln. 
 
If one has a large collection of passenger cars and wants to design a passenger train oriented layout, the 
proliferation of passenger service tracks for each type of car at terminals would become a virtue. The 
variety of service facilities to match each passenger car type is analogous to the freight terminal facilities 
such as icing platforms, freight house, stock pens, team tracks, piggyback tracks, etc., associated with 
various freight car types. There was, however, a change by the 1920s from separate tracks for diners 
and Pullmans to servicing in place with the rest of the consist, and supplies being brought to the consist 
rather than switching out diners and sleepers/Pullmans to dedicated building locations. No matter what 
sort of layout is designed, engine facilities will be needed. Nothing is lost in handling and display of the 
all-important motive power by reason of modeling a passenger pike.  
 
PASSENGER TRAIN CONSISTS 
 
To understand passenger terminals, we need to understand passenger train consists. Each type of car 
had to have a facility to service it. The consists of trains varied by function. Car types were picked with 
an eye to the services to be provided (market). The Pullman Company designed certain cars for 
particular classes of service, such as short overnight trips as distinguished from long transcontinental 
runs of more than one night. In the streamlined era, sleepers were often hand tailored to expected 
demand for sleeper space: this lead to such unusual configurations as 4 section, 7 duplex roomette, 3 
bedroom, 1 compartment cars on Great Northern's streamlined Empire Builder.  
 
Wooden Car versus Steel Car Era Coach Yard Operation 
 
Prior to the steel car era, passenger trains at the end of their runs tended to be broken up into 
specialized tracks and sub yards handling the various car types. The list of facilities set out above 
indicates just how complex the array of trackage might be. By the 1920s when terminals and their 
servicing yards like Chicago Union Station were designed, passenger trains tended to be serviced on a 
single track in a “coach” yard (although mail and express cars still were detached from the train and 
taken to the post office and Railway Express Agency facilities). After the mid-1930’s, Instead of the cars 
going to the commissary or Pullman building, the cleaning, resupply, and repairs were done with the 
train left intact on a service track in the coach yard. 
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Lightweight Consists 
 
In the lightweight, streamlined era, a more diverse and colorful train could be put together. A much 
wider variety of equipment evolved than before, such as dome cars, slumbercoaches, etc.. Streamlined 
trains were more colorful because of the break away from Pullman green to varying paint schemes for 
each streamliner (even on the same railroad - e.g. Southern Pacific's City, Sunset, Daylight, Golden State, 
and Cascade/Lark schemes), and greater interchange of cars with other railroads with different colors 
(e.g. through B&O, NYC and PRR cars to the Southwest painted in foreign road paint schemes). This 
mixture of colors was especially notable on the head-end. And don't forget the rainbow effect in 
AMTRAK's first years of operation when equipment was dispersed across the country. 
 
Researching Consists 
 
It can be difficult to determine what the consists of many passenger trains actually were. The Official 
Guides give timetable style equipment lists that give a general idea of car types and sleeper 
accommodations included in a train, but often fail to define the exact configuration of Pullman cars 
used. Head-end cars are not listed. Unless one can find car by car pictures of a train, or has a powerful 
reading glass to look at prints or slides, it is generally impossible to determine car names, numbers and 
type from train photos. The latter approach requires a good knowledge of how to determine car type 
from window patterns (or a vivid imagination!). A few fans have managed to obtain consist books which 
railroads issued to their passenger service and yard employees to tell them what kinds of cars went in 
each train on what days. These can be bought from railroadiana dealers (rarely), and a few consist books 
have been published. Increasingly, the railroad historical societies are filling this gap with copies of 
consist books or articles about individual trains in their periodicals. A number of books describing the 
passenger trains and services of railroads have been published. There is considerable research material 
available but, in the end, the modeler may still feel that he hasn't really answered the question as to 
what cars might typically appear in a particular train at various points in time. If you freelance, your life 
is much easier. For more information, see my Model Railroading article or Sperandeo’s monograph. 
 
DESIGNING PASSENGER TRAIN FACILITIES 
 
The modeler can translate the variety of cars in a train consist directly into passenger terminal facilities. 
A good understanding of basic track plans for model railroad passenger stations is available from several 
sources. Track diagrams are available for some major railroad stations. However, unless you have seen 
some of these stations, you do not realize that the platform tracks were vacant until an hour or so prior 
to train time and only briefly after arrivals. The train seldom stayed in one piece in the station.  
 
The station trackage is usually the only passenger facility on model railroads. But there had to be more 
facilities. 
 
Droege lists the following components of a “coach yard”: 

1. Ladder tracks to provide for trains leaving the station platform for the yard and arriving from 
the yard. 

2. Classification tracks for separating and remaking trains. 
3. Car sheds with the necessary tracks to reach them (I interpret this to mean repair tracks which 

were sometimes covered against the elements.) 
4. Make-up tracks for through trains and for dining and sleeping cars (what I have called sub yards 
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or specialized tracks and facilities). 
5. Storage tracks holding ordinary coaches for fluctuating traffic. 
6. Tracks for storage of set-out and additional cars (e.g. tracks for sleepers or diners that might be 

added or subtracted from a through train at the station). 
Droege was writing about design before the 1920s. As noted above, switching practices in coach yards 
were changing after World War 1. 
 
What became of the trains between arrival and departure time? A list similar to a freight yard switch list 
was used to direct the terminal crews in breaking up the train and distributing the cars to various 
facilities within the terminal complex.  Another switch list-like set of orders was issued to the switching 
crew to reassemble the train. The consist book mentioned above would furnish overall guidance on 
assembling the train. And, undoubtedly, the terminal superintendent or yardmaster and the Pullman 
supervisor had to maintain a constantly updated inventory of passenger cars available to construct 
trains. 
 
A typical sequence of operations might be as follows. Assume that a combination coach and sleeper 
train has arrived, heading into the typical stub terminal on a model railroad. After our mythical 
passengers have unloaded, the terminal switcher moves up to the observation car, couples on, and pulls 
the string of passenger carrying cars away from the road engine and from the head-end cars. The 
coaches, diner, Pullmans, and observation are taken a mile or more back up the main line and enter a 
passenger yard complex (coach yard) made up of a variety of specialized sub yards or tracks.  
 
Meanwhile, another switcher grabs the head-end cars away from the locomotive and distributes the 
RPO and storage mail cars to the Post Office sidings and the express cars to a Railway Express Agency 
facility. The road motive power then was free to go the engine servicing location. In some terminals, 
such as Los Angeles, engine escape tracks were provided, allowing the road power to back out on a third 
track between the platforms after using a crossover. Or, as in some Hudson River commuter terminals, 
double crossovers permitted the road power to escape if the adjacent platform track was vacant. 
 
Baggage cars carrying passengers’ luggage typically were unloaded on the station platform as quickly as 
possible and bags taken to the baggage room in the station. Typically, the carts carrying the bags shared 
platform space with passengers, although with the 1927 Chicago Union Station, platforms set aside for 
baggage, express, and mail carts alternated with passenger platforms so as to segregate the traffic while 
an incoming train unloaded passengers on one side and baggage and mail on the other side. 
 
The process of loading an outgoing train was generally the reverse of the arriving process above. See the 
exhibit on the City of St. Louis at St. Louis Union Station. One interesting variation was provided at 
Cincinnati where a third track was placed between the platform tracks to hold headend cars and 
coaches and sleepers to be placed in departing trains. These tracks were called “parking” tracks and had 
crossovers at each end for switchers to pick the cars up and cut them into the departing train. 
 
At the coach yard, the passenger carrying cars are turned on a "balloon" loop or wye, go through the 
washer, are inspected, and are sorted out. The coaches and observation go to a home road coach yard, 
the diner to the home road commissary, the Pullmans/sleepers to the Pullman Company yard, and any 
cars needing a wheel change or repairs to a repair track. (As noted, coach yards designed in the 1920’s 
and later such as Cincinnati, Los Angeles, New Orleans, did not practice switching out diners and 
sleepers). If one of the coaches or sleepers won't be needed the following day, it is switched to a storage 
sub yard. If there is a business or official or private car on the train, it goes to the private car track, which 
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may be a track at the station or within the home road coach yard. The activity described is at least as 
complicated as any freight train would experience. 
 
Large terminal cities (such as Chicago and Los Angeles where several railroads shared stations) had 
massive sub-yards. Each railroad might have its own coach yard or use a common coach yard provided 
by the terminal company and there were mail and express sub-yards shared by all railroads. One 
exception was Chicago Union Station where the Burlington had its own express facility, the Pennsylvania 
and the GM&O shared tracks for express cars in the Pennsy’s freight house, and the Milwaukee had its 
own express building. However, a railroad might run only one train per day into the terminal and not be 
able to justify the expense of its own yard, so it would have its train serviced by a larger railroad. 
Switching might be performed by each line's engines or by those of a terminal company (e.g. 
Washington, Dallas, St. Louis, New Orleans). Creation of a terminal company gives the modeler a chance 
to use switchers lettered for the terminal company (e.g. Dallas Union Terminal). 
 
The functions served by this complex of facilities were: 
1. car inspection 
2. repairing of the mechanical, electrical, and air conditioning systems 
3. battery charging 
4. cleaning, both exterior and interior 
5. icing and watering 
6. servicing, including lubrication, fueling, rewheeling 
7. replenishment of supplies such as food for the diners and linen for the sleepers 
8. repairs to car exterior and interior such as upholstery, carpets, paint 
 
The size and capacity of these facilities were determined by: 
1. the number of cars and trains to be handled 
2. the type of equipment 
3. the standard of maintenance/was this the maintenance location? 
4. the scheduling of equipment/length of layovers 
5. the frequency of cleaning 
 
TERMINAL TRACKAGE 
 
Station Platforms 
 
In passenger stations, either combined or separate platforms for passengers and mail and baggage 
wagons were used instead of special tracks and facilities. Where the platforms were jointly used, the 
recommended width of the platform was 20 feet. Where there were separate platforms, the passenger 
platform was to be 13 feet wide and the "trucking" or wagon platform was to be 11 feet (without 
columns), or 16 feet if volumes were high. These standards are taken from the Manual of the American 
Railway Engineering Association, 1993. It was recommended that, where there was combined use, 
access for the baggage wagons be provided from a subway by elevator or ramps, and that baggage 
wagon ramps or elevators be located at the normal positions of head-end cars in trains (in through 
stations, this meant both ends of the platforms, and in stub stations where trains backed in, at the outer 
end of the platform.  Head-in stub stations were not recommended because this implied the use of 
separate platforms for passengers and wagons in order to avoid mixing them on the platform and the 
concourse, which increased the cost of land and construction. Baggage, mail, and express at such 
stations was handled at track side, the wagons moving to ramps or elevators and then by subway to the 
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baggage room within the station, or mail and express buildings within the terminal complex. The loads 
were transferred by hand from the baggage wagons (whose floor was more or less at door sill height) 
through the car doors into the head-end cars. 
 
Express  
 
Express was often handled very close to the station. A typical pattern appears to have been a set of 
express tracks near the station. A long shed or warehouse-appearing building with tracks having 
platforms at car floor level was served by the railroads. The cars for outgoing or from incoming trains 
were placed at varying intervals during the day that corresponded to passenger train arrival and 
departure times without having to disturb the ones already alongside the building. At some terminals, as 
diagrams in Droege indicate, the express facility consisted of numerous short spurs at a diagonal to a 
switching lead serving several express companies in separate quarters (prior to formation of Railway 
Express Agency in 1918, companies such as Adams, American, Southern, and Wells Fargo express served 
various parts of the country and in competition). Another alternative was a number of crossovers from a 
parallel lead track (as is common with wharf trackage). When parallel sidings were used, the express 
cars typically were placed adjacent to each other with their doors aligned so that bridge ramps could be 
used, allowing workers to pass through from the platform or building into the car on the second track. 
 
Baggage Cars 
 
One rather fine point in selecting head-end equipment that some modelers may wish to note is that a 
baggage-type car was not necessarily used to carry baggage. Three functions – mail storage, express, 
and baggage - were handled in cars of similar construction and appearance, and probably generally 
interchangeable in use. However, your favorite railroad may have lettered some such cars as "mail 
storage" and others as "express" or "baggage". Photos of these cars commonly show "baggage" lettering 
on one end of a double door car and "Railway Express Agency" (or one of its pre-1918 predecessors) on 
the other end. Cars used for these three purposes were railway-owned and supplied to the user (Post 
Office or Railway Express Agency) for a charge.  
 
The two following quotations are from Edward M. DeRouin’s Chicago Union Station, page 64. 
“Some {head end} cars were easily distinguished from the traditional baggage, or storage car: the 
Railway Post Office car (RPO), horse cars, box cars assigned to express or mail service, former W.W.II 
troop and kitchen cars, and express refrigerator cars. Horse cars often contained additional doors on the 
sides and/or had end doors. The box cars and former troop cars were of a design easily distinguishable 
from baggage cars. [Ed: the troop cars were derived from 50’ box cars]. The express refrigerator cars 
contained ice bunkers on each end and smaller, insulated doors associated with refrigerator cars.”  
 
“____. Some [baggage/storage] cars, known as Destination Relay Cars, could be partially loaded or 
unloaded at designated stations. These cars were identified by the placement of a pink or salmon 
colored placard on the cars placard holder located on the car’s exterior near a door. (Some) Storage cars 
_____were packed solid. Known as Destination Cars, they were loaded and moved intact to their 
destination and identified by a blue placard.[These cars were sealed or locked while in transit] The third 
classification of storage car and identified by a white placard was the Full Working Storage Car. Pouches 
and parcels would be removed or added to these cars at stations enroute.” Modelers should note that 
these placards are a detail that can be added to baggage cars to increase their operational interest. 
 
The mail storage car was loaded with mail sacks at the point of origin, and then either sealed and set out 
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at a destination point, or coupled next to a railway post office car and end doors kept open (unlocked) 
so that sacks of mail could be sorted enroute, moving back and forth between the mail storage car and 
the RPO, until all mail for the mail storage car's destination had been "worked". Similarly, the side doors 
of express cars, indistinguishable in appearance from baggage cars, could be either loaded and locked at 
origin and run through between end points or kept unlocked to handle local traffic over the train's 
route. 
 
Note that Railway Express also had its own wood or steel express refrigerator cars, and that many 
railroads had express refrigerator cars and express box cars, painted in colors to match passenger 
equipment and lettered for the railroad, to handle express. If you want to refine your passenger train 
operations, letter your baggage cars for baggage and express, or mail storage, uses, and place in the 
train or switch in your terminal appropriately: mail storage cars to the mail dock or post office building; 
express cars to the REA building. Prior to departure, mail, express cars, and baggage cars were moved to 
the station track after the passenger carrying part of the train has been placed. 
 
Mail 
 
Many major terminals had a separate post office facility within the complex (sometimes the main city 
post office was built right over the tracks as at Chicago Union Station and New York’s Pennsylvania 
Station). A 2014 email “thread” by the RailwayPO Yahoo group listed the following terminals as having 
post offices adjacent to the station: Los Angeles, Kansas City, Chicago (Union Station), Washington, 
Philadelphia (30th Street), Seattle (King St.), Cincinnati, Omaha, St. Paul, Toronto, Jacksonville, Denver, 
St. Louis. 
 
Some mail was handled in sacks in mail storage cars (indistinguishable in appearance from baggage cars) 
and full length RPOs and combination RPO-baggage cars with 15' or 30' post office compartments were 
switched to the mail facility. The practice was to spot such mail cars consistently day after day at the 
same loading/unloading position, and to pull loaded cars going into outgoing passenger trains about a 
half-hour before the train was to depart, putting these cars on the head end of the train, along with the 
express and baggage cars after the passenger cars had been placed for passenger loading. Last minute 
loading of pouches used a maze of tunnels, ramps, and elevators to get to the outgoing cars as they 
stood in the consist at the station platform.  
 
Chicago Union Station was unusual in that platforms for passengers alternated with platforms for 
baggage, mail and express. The passengers walked down a ramp from the concourse to their platform: 
baggage, mail and express came up a ramp from under the concourse through a set of 
tunnels/passageways. According to DeRouin, more use of this system of separate platforms was made 
for loading/unloading mail and express on the Milwaukee (north) side as the intensity of train use on 
this side of CUS was lower, but the three railroads on the south side also used this arrangement to 
handle mail and express as well as at the separate mail and express facilities. Meeks notes that such an 
arrangement of separate platforms for passengers and mail/express/baggage was unusual and used 
only at Chicago Union, Copenhagen, and one German station. 
 
Mail handling at terminals where the cars did not get switched directly to the post office was 
accomplished by transfer of the outgoing mail sacks from post office trucks to carts of the four wheel 
baggage wagon type. The carts/wagons were towed to the platforms and the mail loaded in the cars at 
track side. In some terminals (notably St. Paul), some tracks at the station were used largely for mail 
loading and unloading (at least at certain times of the day). Access from street to platform was either by 
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paved crossings at rail height where mail facilities were at the side of the terminal, from the station 
concourse where mail facilities were in the head house (station), or by tunnel under the tracks with 
elevator or ramp access to each platform. Where moved along the platform, the movement of the 
wagons was performed at the risk of interference with either passengers or train movements. The 
railfan going to the end of the platforms for a picture of the motive power became adept at avoiding the 
activity around the head-end cars. 
 
Some mail and express trains were assembled within the station trackage and dispatched on their runs 
from there (e.g. slides taken of New York Central mail and express trains departing La Salle St. Station in 
Chicago). At other stations, such as Chicago Union, mail and express trains were assembled on 
Pennsylvania or Burlington yard tracks and left from there. 
  
Business Cars and Private Varnish 
 
At the station or in a small sub yard at the coach yard might be short tracks accommodating private cars 
or official/business railroad cars. These tracks would have steam hose connections for keeping cars 
heated (or air conditioned) and electrical and water connections, and sometimes sewage arrangements 
such as “honey buckets”. 
 
Through Terminals 

 
For the modeler who is basing his plan on a division point or intermediate, through terminal concept 
(e.g. Kansas City, Omaha, Lincoln) instead of a "dead end" or stub terminal, a passenger-oriented 
terminal is also possible. (See the example in Armstrong’s Track Planning for Realistic Operation.) In the 
era before fixed consists and streamliners, it was common to exchange and drop/pick up a diner and 
sleepers at intermediate city stations. In the case of diners, it made good sense to drop off the diner for 
resting the crew at a facility along the way after the evening dinner had been served, especially if the 
train arrived at its final destination before normal breakfast hours. This pattern was common to 
overnight trains on railroads between New York/Washington and Chicago/St. Louis. For diners, this 
practice changed over time as labor laws changed in the 1930s, labor costs for switching increased, and 
time lost in switching became a factor in transit time. Dining crews were accommodated in dormitory 
facilities designed into a variety of car types by the 1930s. 
 
A commissary for restocking the diner and storage and laundry facilities for linen could easily be 
accommodated in the large division point station (e.g. Lincoln, Nebraska). Diners and sleepers could be 
set out on or picked up from spurs backing up to the station structure. Hand trucks and wagons could be 
moved to and from the cars and commissary building along wide service platforms at ground level 
between the tracks needed to handle the number of cars to be served. At the opposite end of the 
building might be a similar set of tracks for handling mail, express, and baggage cars. 
 
COACH YARDS 
 
Coach yards are the most commonly recognized component of passenger servicing facilities. "Coach 
yard" has at least two meanings in the literature. The first meaning probably stems from the wood car 
era (terminals built before the 1920s). Then, trains were turned and coaches pulled from the train and 
taken to a yard for coaches. The rest of the cars were switched to facilities serving the various car types 
(diners, sleepers) as explained previously. The classic coach yard was probably used by a single railroad 
only (each line probably having its own in a large city). The coaches were cleaned here and stored until 
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the next use. 
 
Second, it may mean a facility to which the passenger carrying part of the consist was taken for cleaning 
and restocking, including diners and sleepers. This usage may reflect the streamline era in which consists 
were relatively fixed, cars changed only if repairs could not be made in time to go out on the next train, 
and once the train was pulled from the station and turned (a loop or wye capable of handling a full 
length train would be needed), the train was not broken up except for removal of head-end cars, or 
replacement of "bad order" cars or cars scheduled for maintenance. Turning loops are conspicuous 
components of yards such as Pennsylvania’s Sunnyside (New York) or Santa Fe’s Archer Avenue 
(Chicago). Typically, the trains were turned by going around a loop or by a wye, pulled into the yard, and 
then serviced before going on their way back to the station. 
 
Many services had to be performed, on a variety of cycles or intervals: 

1. laundry 
2. wheels and trucks inspected 
3. brake systems inspected 
4. steam lines inspected 
5. propane cylinders replaced 
6. air intake filters changed 
7. air ducts blown out 
8. batteries tested 
9. water provided 
10.  ice for dining and lounge cars, and ice air conditioning 
11.  car exterior painted and waxed 
12.  floors swept, mopped, and waxed 
13.  carpets cleaned 
14.  supplies restocked 

 
There are several photographs in the clinic showing "coach yards" in the more general meaning of the 
term. The photos illustrate the variety of small details that can be added easily in wood, styrene, 
cardboard, and wire to give your passenger yards authenticity in appearance. 
 
The following specifications for the physical design of such facilities are derived from the Manual of the 
American Railway Engineering Association. The Manual notes that coach yards may be either through 
(turnouts and yard leads at both ends of tracks) or stub. However, through yards were considered to be 
more efficient on the prototype, although as in the case of freight yards on model railroads, model 
railroaders tend to favor stub yards for our layouts. The tracks were recommended to have their length 
equal to the longest train to be serviced and it was suggested that tracks of equal length give the 
greatest operating efficiency. This suggests the "diamond" shaped yard. 
 
Large yards should group leads to facilitate switching with auxiliary leads and tail tracks of ample length. 
Curvature in yard leads and tracks should be gentle. The length of passenger cars was as much a 
problem to the prototype as it is to modelers. A wide radius, such as 48" curve in HO, will help 
appearances and operation. The yard should be level. Special tracks for making up or breaking up trains 
(arrival and departure tracks) may also be needed. 
 
Car Washers 
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Mechanical car washers replaced hand washing of cars in the coach yard as streamliners came into use. 
Fixed location mechanical car washers (as shown in clinic) were usually placed on an inbound lead to the 
coach yard. Typically, at least one lead track bypassed the washer. Track passing through the car washer 
should be straight through the car washer and one car length in each direction from the washer. 
 
Servicing Platforms 
 
Many prototype coach yards alternated wide with narrow platforms and track spacings. The wide 
platform accommodated service vehicles and carts. Service platforms should be placed between all 
tracks on which cars are to be serviced. The edge of the platform should be approximately 5'6" from 
track center. Concrete was preferred for the platform surface, with the top of the platform level with 
the top of the rails. Facilities such as light posts, brake shoe racks, and service outlets located on the 
platform should be off center in order to provide wider passageways on one side for service vehicles. 
 
Supply lines and service outlets provided the water, low and high pressure air, DC and AC electricity, and 
steam needed for servicing the cars. These facilities should be modeled. In large yards, the supply lines 
were placed underground in tunnels or conduits with outlet boxes placed to service each track. The 
location of each is described here briefly. 
 
Water 
 
Cold water hydrants located on the platform were placed at car length intervals, for drinking water and 
cleaning supplies. Hot water was also supplied at less frequent intervals. Low pressure air connections 
(for cleaning) should be spaced at the same intervals as cold water hydrants, and located on the 
platform. 
 
Compressed Air 
 
High pressure air connections (for brake charging and testing) should be provided by either a double 
connection at the middle of each track or a single connection at each end of each track. These 
connections were located between the rails. 
 
Steam 
 
Steam connections (for heating and cooling cars) should be provided in the same way as high pressure 
air connections. 
 
Electrical Outlets 
 
Electrical outlets may be located either at the center of the platform (thereby serving two tracks and 
therefore needing two receptacles), or at platform edge (serving one track with single receptacles), and 
spaced at car length intervals. Both direct current outlets for battery charging (32 volts usually) and 220 
volt alternating current for air conditioning are needed. Therefore, the number of receptacles needed at 
each location is doubled (one DC, one AC). 
 
Pullman Company – Servicing Sleepers 
 
Pullmans/sleepers were cleaned and linen exchanged at a Pullman Company facility. In terminals serving 
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multiple railroads, there might be a single facility serving all railroads, or at separate facilities at each 
coach yard if each railroad had its own yard. At its peak (about 1940) Pullman had 10 laundries and used 
23 commercial laundries, had 39 commissaries, 80 storerooms, 113 sub storerooms, 6 repair and 
maintenance shops - Calumet (Chicago), St. Louis, Buffalo, Wilmington (Delaware), Richmond 
(California), Atlanta -  1 factory, and 5,3000 cars on regular lines plus 1,600 reserve cars. According to 
Welsh and Howes, up to 300 yards serviced Pullmans, reflecting the pattern of sleeping car set out 
service to small cities and ends of branch lines.  
 
The Pullman facility should include a building for storing linens and other supplies, and perhaps a 
laundry. Pullman also had commissaries independent of the railroads, provided within the Pullman 
building. Pullman had a central commissary in Chicago in addition to commissaries at 4 other terminals 
in Chicago. There were major commissaries at Sunnyside (PRR, Long Island), Mott Haven (NYC, NH, 
Bronx), St. Louis, and Washington, and nearly two dozen other locations.  
 
Note that after the anti-trust case in 1946 breaking up Pullman, most of the sleeping cars were owned 
by the railroads but leased by Pullman (although Pullman retained a car pool it owned) and continued to 
be serviced, staffed, and operated by Pullman. The name on the center of the letterboard changed from 
Pullman to the railroad name with “Pullman” moved to both ends. 
 
Commissary – Servicing Diners and other Food Service Cars 
 
The commissary was the place to restock diners. Each railroad tended to have its own building in an 
originating city like Chicago. Each railroad had its own central kitchens, bakeries, grocery warehousing, 
laundries, and meat coolers. Ice was also a needed major supply, along with cooking fuels such as coal, 
coke, Presto logs, or propane. By the 1920s, diners usually were serviced on the coach yard tracks with 
the rest of the consist, and not cut out and switched to the commissary – the supplies came to the car 
on carts. An exception was the Northern Pacific’s North Coast Limited on which diners were set out for 
major restocking and cleaning at the St Paul commissary from the westbound train originating from 
Chicago, and a fresh diner inserted for a cycle running to Seattle and back to Chicago before being 
replaced again at St. Paul. Presumably, commissaries at Seattle and Chicago provided minor cleaning 
and resupply at those termini. 
 
It is not clear from the literature whether or not, prior to the 1920s, car types having auxiliary eating 
facilities - such as buffets in lounge or observation cars - were also switched to the commissary for 
restocking at the end of a run or if they were treated as coaches and serviced in the coach yard (if 
railroad owned and operated instead of Pullman operated). Pullman did own and operate combination 
cars with food service such as lounge/sleepers and observation/buffet/sleepers. In these cases, the cars 
probably were switched to the Pullman facility with its own commissary.  
 
Car Inspection and Repair 
 
Cars were sometimes inspected from a small pit (so that the underbody could be seen), located on the 
yard lead or lead to the car washer. As the moving cars were inspected, any needed repairs could be 
noted and the car diverted to repair tracks if the repairs could not be handled at track side. Only light 
("running") repairs were made in the coach yard itself. 
 
For repairs, one or more full train length pits might be justified for inspection and repair of standing 
trains. This arrangement became more common in yards where streamliners were involved that had 
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fixed consists such as the C&NW’s Chicago “Streamliner Ramp” (early streamliners were articulated) and 
short turnaround times so that maximum speed of servicing and repairs was needed. Such pits might 
include wheel drop pits or tracks with jacking pads spaced so that several cars could have wheels 
changed in trucks with minimum need to move ("spot") individual cars. 
 
Pits should be concrete, with depths of 39" to 45" below the top of running rails, and about 3 feet wide. 
Jacking pads might be continuous or spaced at car length intervals. The rails for such tracks were often 
set on top of the concrete walls of the pit. 
 
As a covered car repair area was desirable, with the degree of enclosure and heating arrangements 
dependent upon the climate, the modeler has the chance to build another rather unique building for his 
passenger yard. Wheel or truck change areas particularly needed protection. 
 
Other Facilities 
 
A number of other buildings and facilities were needed. Storehouses and buildings providing space for 
each repair specialty and craft were needed. Crew buildings providing offices, toilets, washrooms, 
lockers, and lunchroom were common. Lighting for night operation was desirable with high mountings 
to reduce shadows and glare or street light like structures. Wheel and truck storage tracks were 
provided, adjacent to the wheel drop and repair track. 
 
Storage Yard 
 
A sub yard for storage of extra or pool equipment needed for substitutions and peaks (seasonal, holiday, 
weekend, or special movements such as conventions) might be close by. Such storage yards needed only 
steam for cold weather storage and possibly electricity for battery charging and air conditioning. Some 
terminals had a subyard for railroad business cars and private cars. Narrower track spacing was 
common, with narrow service platforms or none at all. 
 
Commuter Cars 
 
Finally, commuter equipment (if the terminal was used by railroads providing this service) might be kept 
during the day between morning arrival and evening departure in the same coach yard for through 
equipment or a separate yard. There might be a separate yard closer to the station because of the large 
number of otherwise time-consuming movements and short headways involved in a commuter 
operation. A storage yard at the end of commuter service territory would also be needed on your 
railroad for overnight storage. 
 
SUMMARY 
 
In summary, while model railroaders must selectively compress their imitation of the prototype, there 
appears to be an opportunity for the passenger car "nut" to design a layout (especially the many 
terminal facilities) that will capture the flavor of the prototype and offer at least as much excitement as 
a freight oriented layout. Articles on passenger train route switching and operation out on the line 
indicate that the modeler need have no fear that passenger trains can't be as much fun to operate as a 
way freight. Today, a passenger terminal could be the central feature, using extensive staging tracks to 
feed trains into the station and store trains arriving from the station (giving the modeler the opportunity 
to have two sets of equipment for each train - one for the arriving train and one for the departing train if 
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the timetable sets this up.)  
 
The author is disappointed in not being able to present more photos showing examples of the 
architecture and construction of facilities such as commissaries, Pullman Company buildings, and mail 
and express buildings. However, railfans don't seem to have photographed these kinds of buildings and 
railroad publicity files either aren't open or don't contain this kind of photo. It is probably too late 
already for the fan to preserve on film such structures, as the decline of passenger service coincided 
with the progressive disinvestment by demolition of unneeded structures by the railroads in order to 
save property taxes. The people who worked in such facilities are also now almost gone: it is very late 
for oral history to capture the missing information. 
 
CREDITS 
 
The primary source for the black and white photographs of the Chicago passenger facilities used in this 
clinic were provided by John Szwajkart, author of the Train Watchers Guide to Chicago. Plans for stations 
in Chicago were purchased from Rail Line, a company that is probably no longer in business. Plans for 
other terminals around the country appeared originally in sources listed below. Many of the color slides 
were purchased from Al Chione.  
 
The major reference for engineering details is: 
 

American Railroad Engineering Association, Manual for Railway Engineering (fixed properties): 
Manual of Recommended Practice. Washington, D. C.: American Railway Engineering 
Association, 1993. See Chapter 14 Yards and Terminals, Part 6 – Passenger Facilities (Rewritten 
1985) 

 
References consulted in preparing this clinic and sources of photos and track plans are listed below.  The 
best single reference is Chicago Union Station by Edward M. DeRouin. While there are numerous books 
on passenger terminals, the focus tends to be on equipment photos or engineering and architecture of 
stations, not servicing facilities or operations, although there are a number of monographs published by 
the Terminal Railroad Association of St. Louis Historical and Technical Society on St. Louis that 
cumulatively cover this great terminal.  
 
Expanded information on consists and layout design appears in published form in a four part article in 
Model Railroading magazine’s January, February, March, and April 2002 issues: “The Passenger Train 
Oriented Layout”. Model Railroading followed up my article with a three part article in the May, June, 
and July issues by V.S. Roseman: “Passenger Servicing Facilities – Their Construction on Your Railroad”. 
Vic’s article is a splendid augmentation that features examples of adaptation and kit bashing of 
structures and additional description of servicing activities. These two articles were put on a CD by 
Highlands Station and issued as Modeling Passenger Operations and Facilities. Highlands Station is now 
out of business.  Another comprehensive look at passenger trains appears in Sperandeo’s publication 
from Kalmbach.  
 
Robert A. Clark 
961 Los Molinos Way 
Sacramento, CA  95864 
(916) 488-3166 
email: eriebob@surewest.net 
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